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Abstract
The survival rate of navigation-assisted total knee arthroplasty was superior to
conventionally implanted after 12 years for knees with initial severe coronal
deformation when mechanical revision was considered as the end-point. Longer followup is required to prove superiority of any technique.
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1 Introduction
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is considered a highly successful procedure. Survival rates of
more than 90% after 10 years are generally reported after implantation of conventional, fixed bearing
TKAs. Restoring the limb alignment with an optimal ligament balance is considered critical (Insall
1983), but to achieve both goals by cases with severe coronal deformation may be challenging
(Saragalia 2017). Consequently, the long term survival of conventional TKA by severe coronal
deformation may be compromised. Various methods have therefore been described to treat major
varus deformities (Laskin 1996), but there has so far been no consensus on the type of prosthesis to
use, or the preferred ligament balancing technique. Some surgeons suggest using constrained and
hinged prostheses, but these implants are associated with an increased complication rate. Computer
navigation for TKA may help improving prosthesis alignment (Jenny 2005) especially in cases with
severe coronal deformation (Saragaglia 2017).

The primary hypothesis of this study will be that the 10 year survival rate of navigated TKAs for
severe coronal deformation will be improved in comparison to conventional TKAs when analyzing
survival rates and knee function as evaluated by the Knee Society Score (KSS).

2 Material and methods
All patients operated on between 2001 and 2004 in all participating centers for implantation of a
TKA (whatever design used) were eligible for this study. Usual demographic and peri-operative items
have been recorded. All patients were contacted after the 10 year follow-up for repeat clinical and
radiological examination (KSS, Oxford knee questionnaire and knee plain X-rays). Patients who did
not return were interviewed by phone call. For patients lost of follow-up, family or general
practitioner was contacted to obtain relevant information about prosthesis survival. Conventional and
navigated TKAs were paired according to age, gender, body mass index and severity of the coronal
deformation (with steps of 5°). Survival curve was plotted according to the actuarial technique, using
the revision for mechanical reaosn as end-point. The influence of the implantation technique was
assessed with a logrank test at a 0.05 level of significance.

3 Results
1,604 TKAs were implanted during the study time-frame. 658 cases could be paired in
conventional (329 cases) and navigated (329 cases) groups: in each group, 277 cases with a coronal
deformation less than 10° and 52 cases with a coronal deformation over 10°. There was no difference
in any baseline criteria between conventional and navigated TKAs. 118 patients deceased before the
10 year follow up (18%). Final follow-up was obtained for 382 cases (58%). 15 prosthetic revisions
were performed for mechanical reasons during the follow-up time (2%) (table 1). The global survival
rate after 13 years was 97%. There was no significant difference between the 12 year survival rates of
conventional (97%) and navigated (98%) TKAs in cases without severe coronal deformation. There
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was a significant difference between the survival rates of conventional (93%) and navigated (98%)
TKAs in cases with severe coronal deformation.

Table 1: Revised TKAs
Conventional TKA
Revised
Non revised
No
severe
coronal
deformation
Severe coronal
deformation

Navigated TKA
Revised
Non revised

7

270

4

273

3

49

1

51

4 Discussion
This study confirms our initial hypothesis: navigated TKAs experienced a small but significant
better long term survival after 12 years in comparison to conventional TKAs when a severe preoperative coronal deformation was present, while no difference was observed in the opposite
situation. A more consistent anatomical reconstruction and ligamentous balance of the knee with
severe coronal deformation might be the explanation for this more consistent survival of the TKA in
these challenging cases, while an optimal reconstruction is more consistently obtained with
conventional implantation technique for less severe deformation.

This study suggests that navigation implantation should be the default technique for preoperative coronal deformation greater than 10°.
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